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Introduction: The RPiN project
The context for this symposium is an ARC linkage project – Redesigning

Pedagogies in the North (RPiN) – currently in the first of three years.  RPiN is a
linkage partnership involving a University of South Australia team of 9 Chief
Investigators plus other academic staff; the Northern Adelaide Secondary School
Principal’s Network, spanning all 10 high schools in Adelaide’s northern suburbs; the
Adelaide branch of the Australian Education Union; and the South Australian
government’s Social Inclusion Unit.  The project has a middle school focus, but
includes one adult returning student program and one primary school.

Our political-ethical aim is more socially just schooling for students in one of the
most severely ‘disadvantaged’ school catchments in Australia.  Our educative aim is
to design curriculum and pedagogy which engages students in meaningfully relevant
learning that at the same time enables academic success.  Our main strategy for doing
this is to research the funds of knowledge (Moll et al) with which students identify in
their lifeworlds beyond school; to build rigorous and at the same time meaningfully
engaging school learning around this lifeworld-based knowledge; and to scaffold such
lifeworld-relevant learning activities into productive connection with the learning of
cultural capitals needed for mainstream academic success.

Methodologically, through early-stage roundtables and readings, Uni- and teacher-
researchers work together to develop our ‘ethnographic imaginations’ about student’s
lives in local community sites beyond school.  Extending from this the teacher-
researchers – assisted by Uni researchers – design pedagogies to engage students in
rich curricular tasks that mobilise students as researchers of their own lifeworlds.  It is
hoped that these student projects will enable Uni- and teacher-researchers to know
more about students’ lifeworld funds of knowledge, the pedagogies by which these are
learned and taught in students’ out-of-school lives, and the identity formations that
infuse these lifeworld ways of learning and knowing.  All this then feeds into renewed
action research cycles, further (re)designing curriculum and pedagogy that mobilises
students as researchers of their lifeworlds.

The exquisite tension
A key conceptual underpinning of the RPiN project is Bourdieu’s understanding

of how institutional features of schooling are structured to reproduce unequal power
through systemic competitions in which students are sorted and selected as ‘winners’
or ‘losers’.  The contest is of course stacked, as the cultural dispositions of power-elite
groups – their habitus, or embodied cultural capital – are codified in school curricula,
pedagogies and assessments as gold standards against which all student performance
is measured.  Thus, as students from non-elite social-structural positions interact with
schooling, their inherited cultural ways of knowing and learning measure up
‘losingly’ against ‘standards’ that codify power-elite cultural capital.

So: the school sorting and selecting game hinges on differential and unequal
accumulations of cultural capital.  Historically this capital accumulation logic is



deeply entrenched, and deeply structuring, in school-based curriculum and pedagogy.
If this is appreciated, it provokes two contradictory impulses toward social-
educational justice.  One is to redistribute power-elite cultural codes, or capitals, to
those who do not inherit them through birth in power-elite families.  However, there
are then risks of alienating non-elite students through an assimilating cultural
imperialism that alienates them at an identity level, such that they might not respond
to redistributive efforts.  The other impulse is to counter the hegemony of arbitrarily
and unfairly dominant ‘capital’ through more intrinsically meaningful education that,
in recognising students’ lifeworld ways of knowing, thus engages their identity
structures.  However, there are then risks of depriving non-elite students of means to
access decent life chances; and, moreover, students might not respond because
powerful extrinsic incentives are ignored.

Political philosophers such as Nancy Fraser and Iris Marion Young, and critical
educationists such as Sharon Gewirtz, conceptualise this as a tension between an
impulse toward redistribution of power-elite capital on one hand; and, on the other
hand, toward recognition and valuation of diverse social-cultural identity formations.
In Marxian terms, this redistribution versus recognition tension could be called a
tension between education based on exchange values as against use values.

Well known programs for pursuing social-educational justice have struck different
balances and emphases in grappling with the contradictory impulses of this tension.
Marie Brennan will treat these different programs in her presentation following mine.
I’ll here simply suggest that, taking different balances and tacks, they all struggle with
a redistribution versus recognition tension contending with and against the deep and
outrageous structural entrenchment of a capital accumulation logic.  In what follows,
I’ll first explicate the both/and approach to this tension that underpins the RPiN
project.  I’ll then trouble this approach – not in the sense of finding fault with it, but
re-thinking it at a philosophical level.  I’ll argue that the redistribution versus
recognition tension is of an ‘exquisite’ sort that defeats our aspirations toward
dialectical both/and ‘resolutions’.  Rather, it summons what Derrida calls aporetic
rather than dialectical understanding and political-ethical commitment: a leap into
madness in pursuing a socially just both/and that is impossible and yet must
necessarily be pursued.

The both/and aspiration underpinning RPiN
As noted earlier, RPiN pursues a both/and synthesis of contrary redistribution and

recognition impulses.  We’ve taken from South Australian educator Garth Boomer’s
conception of ‘pragmatic radical teaching’: i.e. ‘pragmatic’ in rendering unto Caesar a
learning focus on cultural capitals needed to bring students from non-elite structural
positions ‘up to the [mainstream] mark’; but scaffolded into connection with
lifeworld-relevant curricular challenges to intelligence.  Likewise the Queensland
New Basics approach.  A model of much methodological significance for RPiN was
Luis Moll et al’s uni, teacher and student collaborations in researching students’
lifeworld ‘funds of knowledge’, followed by uni-teacher roundtables to design
learning activities which incorporate these funds of knowledge, while, again,
scaffolding these into redistributive linkage with cultural capitals needed for
mainstream success.

A very significant text – which the uni research team provided to teacher-
researchers to highlight the both/and social justice logic of our approach – was Lisa
Delpit’s essay ‘The Silenced Dialogue: Power and Pedagogy in Educating Other
People’s Children’.  Delpit’s is an intricate dissection of the acute ethical dilemmas



that push for a both/and way of addressing contradictory redistribution and
recognition impulses in pursuit of social-educational justice.  Delpit underscores the
argument for redistributive social justice as follows:

To provide schooling for everyone’s children that reflects liberal, middle-
class values and aspirations is to ensure the maintenance of the status quo,
to ensure that power, the culture of power, remains in the hands of those
who already have it … [since s]ome children come to school with more
accoutrements of the culture of power already in place –‘cultural capital’,
as some critical theorists refer to it – some with less. (28)

Crucial to this critique is the insight that mainstream pedagogy leaves the codes of
‘standard’ academic performance implicit, such that only youth from power-elite
positions resonate aptly – not through conscious understanding of the codes they
perform successfully, but by subconscious dispositions of habitus acquired in early-
life cultural immersion.  To be socially just, then, schools must make the codes
explicit.  This calls for teachers who are ethically awake to the arbitrary selective
power of ‘standardised’ cultural capital and how this drives symbolically violent
misrecognition of non-elite children’s cultural embodiments, seen as ‘deficits’ rather
than potential learning assets which, says Delpit, ‘operate within perfectly wonderful
and viable cultures but not cultures that carry the codes or rules of power’ (25).

However, since deep dispositions of habitus are subconsciously learned in early
life, students cannot take up and practice new repertoires of response to unfamiliar
codes simply by being told the codes.  Embodied learning of new habit patterns
requires substantial practice in contexts of meaningful use.  Delpit thus argues that
‘students must be taught the codes needed … not by being forced to attend to hollow,
inane, de-contextualised subskills, but rather within the context of meaningful
communicative endeavors’ (45; Delpit’s emphasis).  Delpit offers rich illustrations of
such pedagogic scaffolding strategies, entailing comparisons and contrasts of speech,
writing and other literacy genres associated with ‘home’ and ‘dominant’ contexts of
use, in the process making the codes visible, practicable and communicatively
meaningful.

While, in such contrasts, power-elite cultural capital is redistributed to ‘other
people’s children’, their lifeworld cultural codes are also made explicit and,
moreover, significant in learning activities.  The pedagogical pragmatism of this is
well-established in bilingual/bicultural education and in literatures about ‘extending
zones of proximal development’ from familiar to new literacies through scaffolding
methods: learners more readily acquire new literacies when starting from cultural
familiarity.  But there’s also a more utopian ethical impulse at work here: in giving
significant curricular place to cultural codes that have use value in students’
home/community lifeworlds, one gives pride of place to those lifeworld use values,
and not to capitalist exchange value, even as this is also taught and learned.

The aim, then, is to enable effective code-switching – to enable students to make
responsive use of institutionally dominant codes without being assimilated into
dominant ways of learning and knowing, or – through focussing merely on elite codes
– to alienate students at identity levels, such that they reject schooling.  This both/and
social justice logic thus calls on teachers, when redistributing power-elite codes, not
only to start from but to sustain learners’ centres of gravity in their cultural
lifeworlds, by making ongoing substantial use of lifeworld-based codes as valued
learning assets.  Continued valorised use of lifeworld codes, while scaffolding toward



acquisition of power-elite codes, avoids the culturally genocidal logic by which, as
Delpit puts it, ‘because there is a culture of power, [and so] everyone should learn the
codes to participate in it’, therefore ‘that is how the world should be’ (39).  Rather,
while it’s pragmatically necessary to redistribute cultural capitals that have
accumulated institutional exchange value, it’s ethically necessary to preserve and
more equitably empower a multi-literate diversity of use values.

Another key to eluding the assimilative dangers of redistributing power-elite
codes is to teach students critical literacy capacities to unpack the cultural biases and
arbitrary power coded in the cultural capitals we redistribute to them.  Delpit offers
artful illustrations of age-appropriate ways that teachers, in contrasting home and elite
literacies, might enable ‘students [to] begin to understand how arbitrary language
standards are’ and ‘also how politically charged they are’ (44).

Delpit’s arguments and illustrations expose the dirty secret of schooling’s
reproductive power: that it hides, rather than teaches, the codes against which
‘successful’ performance is measured. Thus, to actually teach the codes by which
elite-positioned children succeed in schools is, astonishingly, a revolutionary
educational act which calls up ethical responsibility.  At the same time, to actually
teach in ways the respect intellect based in lifeworld learning assets is equally
revolutionary, and equally calls up ethical responsibility.

There are thus compelling ethical impulses at work in ‘The Silenced Dialogue’ to
provoke commitment to a both/and social justice approach.  Delpit rouses my sense of
pedagogic responsibility for curricula and pedagogies by which diverse students can
thrive both in their lifeworlds and in mainstream institutions, through teaching that
both recognises their home and community cultural use-values and redistributes
power-elite exchange value.  Delpit also rallies a proactive sense that it can be done.
By making explicit the usually implicit codes for school success, one hopes to cut to
the redistributive chase, enabling learning of dominant cultural capitals without need
for those capitals to dominate classroom time and space, thus leaving room for more
meaningfully engaging learning based on lifeworld funds of knowledge.

A dialectical aspiration runs to aporetic ‘madness’
RPiN takes up the twinned political-ethical impulses of this both/and approach.  In

action research to improve the lot of youth who inherit weak cultural capital for
‘doing school’, can we avoid trying to redistribute what might give them more chance
in high stakes curricular contests structured by capital accumulation.  But must we not
recognise their cultural use values and identities against alienating exchange-value?
We might hope, through a both/and approach, to resolve the contradictory tension in
dialectically synthetic victories: i.e. thwarting the capitalist game by redistributing it’s
arbitrary ‘scarcities’, while building multi-cultural recognition for what would be not
only a power-balanced but a use value-based society.  However, in pursuing such a
dialectical both/and impulse, we need to appreciate how impossible this is.

This has to do with the formidable constraining power of the capital accumulation
logic.  I do not reify capital as a force of god or nature; it’s a cultural-historical logic.
Nonetheless, in Immanuel Wallerstein’s terms, it’s a 500 year long ‘world system’
logic, deeply sedimented and structuring across social-institutional spaces, and
saturating so much of lifeworld space.  And if, as Wallerstein argues, the systemic
sway of this accumulation logic is now verging into unusual instability, it remains
profoundly structuring and all the more dangerous: a tail-lashing dark-age giant that
trumpets itself vengefully and swats fiercely at alternatives, with no yielding in sight
to ‘better’ systems for distributing well-being.



This formidability of capital, I argue, compels attempts at a both/and balance to
tilt ultimately toward the redistributive impulse.  This can be seen in deconstructive
readings of texts, such as Delpit’s, that strive to give equivalent programmatic weight,
and greater ethical valorisation, to the recognition impulse.  In my rendition, above, of
Delpit’s both/and approach, I balanced the two impulses through selective extractions
from Delpit’s text.  However, in the fullness of the text, I argue, the distributive
impulse carries more momentum and weight.  For example, in a passage that, after
pushing the recognition impulse, rallies back to redistribution, Delpit asserts: ‘I do not
believe that political change toward diversity can be effected from the bottom up’ –
that ‘if we are truly to effect societal change … we must push and agitate from the top
down’ … ‘[a]nd in the meantime, we must take the responsibility to teach, to provide
for students who do not already possess them, the additional codes of power’ (134;
Delpit’s emphasis).

I lack time here to further show the weight this ‘in the meantime’ takes in Delpit’s
text: how it overwhelms any sense of a ‘later time’ when a regime of power capitals
might at least be less; and how, pedagogically, it weights the redistribution impulse
heavily against counter-balancing pushes for recognition.  I will say, from years of
using Delpit’s text in pre-service Sociology of Education courses, that this passage
riles students whom my course fires up to be socially just teachers.  Some astutely
observe how Delpit elsewhere makes contrary arguments for teachers to contribute to
institutional change through ‘bottom-up’ classroom work – and they’re right.  But the
sober weight of ‘pragmatic’ regard for redistributive demands of capital haunts and
exceeds investment of hope in a counter-balancing ‘radical/utopian’ impulse toward
re-visioning schools and society based on use values rather than exchange values.

I would likewise read Garth Boomer’s essay on ‘pragmatic radical teaching in this
way; and texts by Luis Moll and colleagues: while these authors make compelling
conceptual arguments for building use-value ‘funds of knowledge’ into curriculum,
the examples offered are considerably humbled by capital’s curricular centrality.  And
if this is so in texts that strive to conceive a both/and balance of redistributive and
recognising impulses, it’s all the more so in action research projects, such as RPiN,
that seek to translate a both/and rationale into practice.

I argue that this sway of the redistributive impulse is not due to failures of vision,
principle or nerve.  Rather, it reflects due appraisal of the depth of capital as a
structuring logic in social-institutional space, compelling a ‘pragmatism’ that weighs
toward the redistributive impulse: toward rendering unto Caesar – unto the logic of
capital.

And yet, how ‘pragmatic’ is this really?  How far can redistribution be realised?
Let’s appreciate how a capital accumulation logic reduces life-meaningful use values
to an abstractness of exchange value, and fetishises this exchange value into cultural
materials – gold, ‘high’ art, elite literacy – that, while apparently signifying use-
values, do so in rarifying ways, such that only a restricted few, not a diverse many,
can possess or embody much accumulation, sustaining distributive inequity.  Let’s
also appreciate the historic resilience by which such exchange-value power, through
institutional mechanisms, reinvests into newly fetishised cultural contents when
inequality of possession is challenged.  We thus pursue more equitable redistribution
of precisely what incites a logic of inequitable distribution: an acute paradox.
Working within this paradox, we may achieve cases of redistributive exception to the
‘rule’ – e.g. the Central Park East schools in New York City or the former Traeger
Park School in Alice Springs – but not new rules that transcend a capital accumulation
logic.



The other side of the both/and push – to recognise cultural ‘funds of knowledge’
(a metaphor that plays tricks with, yet may paradoxically be haunted by the weight of,
‘economic’ signifiers for use values) – does carry a more ‘utopian’ ethical impulse to
go beyond capital’s constraints on potentials for multi-cultural and participatory-
democratic life.  Yet, in schools and societies deeply structured by a capital
accumulation logic, this impulse is far less realisable than the distributive impulse.
Do we know of schools where use value-based designs hold a constituency without
being significantly compromised by concerns about how academic performance will
provide access to work options, and other exigencies of the redistributive impulse?

As an admittedly new reader of Derrida, I’ll dare invoke what I believe is his way
of thinking to suggest that any modes of ‘recognition’ we might put into concrete plan
cannot live up to that impulse; that at it’s heart the impulse is not realisable through
any wor(l)dly logic or practice.  At heart it is what Derrida calls an unconditional or
‘hyperbolic’ ethical impulse toward a justice that is always deferred, never to ‘arrive’,
always ‘to come’; beyond the logic of either capital or counter-capital, in excess of all
institutional attempts to define and incorporate it.  And yet it is a real impulse, lived
and felt in our social justice efforts that necessarily fail to grasp it.

Moreover, it is irreconcilable with the historically conditional logic of capital, and
with any ‘pragmatic’ efforts to redistribute it.  Yet such redistributive pursuit – itself
of limited achievability even in exceptional ‘best cases’ – is also an ethical necessity
in social-institutional spaces structured by the logic of capital.  Indeed, the
redistribution impulse is not independent of the recognition impulse; i.e. redistribution
is a social justice impulse: it involves hope to get beyond the constraints of capital
that summon an impulse to redistribute it.  Actual recognition and actual
redistribution pursuits are thus indissociable from each other.  They are irreconcilable
not in the sense that they are autonomous from each other, but that they are not
synthesisable in a dialectical way that transcends their tension.

Working from Immanuel Levinas, Derrida calls this sort of tension an aporia
rather than a dialectic.  Aporetic tensions, says Derrida, involve a ‘transaction
between two contradictory and equally justified imperatives’, each substantively
impossible; both of which must be pursued – a both/and ethical pursuit that is a self-
tearing ‘madness’, says Derrida.  Capital, I argue, makes our pursuits of social-
educational justice aporetic rather than dialectical.  In realising the deep
impossibilities of such pursuit, however we may tilt our projects toward redistribution
and/or recognition, we are still compelled to try: to leap into the mad breach of social-
educational justice.  Indeed, only in pursuing ‘impossibilities’ as if possible – and yet
knowing they’re not – does there arise, suggests Derrida, any possibility of actual,
practicable projects in which, as teachers, researchers, or otherwise, we might dare
feel – with at least something of a disturbed ‘peace’ – that we work towards
institutional reforms which, while far from ‘just’ or ‘fair’, could still fairly be called
‘better than otherwise’.

I now must pass the baton to Marie, to make further ‘sense’ of this ‘madness’.


